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XIII* CONTEXTUALIST
SOLUTIONSTO
SCEPTICISM
by StephenSchiffer
I

j ceptical Paradoxes. Classical sceptical argumentspresentus

with classical sceptical paradoxes, and the problem of
scepticismis the problemof solving those paradoxes.For instance,
consider the following sceptical argumentthat will serve as our
exemplar:
[SA] I don't know thatI'm not a BIV (i.e., a bodiless brainin a
vat who has been caused to have just those sensory
experiences I've had).
If I don't know thatI'm not a BIV, then I don't know that
I have hands.
)

I don't know that I have hands.1
This argumentpresentsa paradoxbecause it temptsus to say three
things that are mutually inconsistent:its first premise is true; its
second premise is true;and its conclusion is false.
It's naturalto suppose that a fully satisfactorysolution to this
paradoxwould do two things: first, tell us which of the mutually
inconsistentpropositionsis really false, and second, explain to us
why this false propositionappearedto be true.2
1. This formulationis borrowedfrom KeithDeRose, 'Solving the SkepticalProblem',The
Philosophical Review, 104 (January1995): 1-52. All DeRose citations are to this work.
2. This second constrainton an 'evidently fully satisfying solution' (the reason for my
coyness will be revealed later)is well appreciatedby DeRose:
[W]e should hope for a bettertreatmentof the argumentthansimply choosing which of
the three individuallyplausiblepropositions-the two premises and the negationof the
conclusion-seems leastcertainandrejectingit on the groundsthatthe othertwo aretrue.
In seeking a solution to this puzzle, we should seek an explanationof how we fell into
this skepticaltrapin the firstplace, andnot settle for makinga simplechoice amongthree
distastefulways out of the trap.We must explain how two premisesthattogetheryield a
conclusion we find so incrediblecan themselves seem so plausibleto us. Only with such
an explanationin place can we proceed with confidence and with understandingto free
ourselves from the trap.(p. 3)
*Meetingof the AristotelianSociety, held in the SeniorCommonRoom, BirkbeckCollege,
London,on Monday, 20th May, 1996 at 8.15 p.m.
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I begin this paperby discussing an interestingresolutionof the
sceptical paradox which is based on so-called 'contextualist'
accounts of the semanticsof knowledge sentences. I'll arguethat
while the contextualistfails to solve the paradox,an appreciation
of where she is going wrongmay suggest a betterresolution.Since
more thanone kind of semanticsfor knowledge sentences may be
called contextualist, I'll refer to those contextualists I intend to
single out as Contextualists.
II
Contextualist Semantics for Knowledge Sentences. Semantic
accountsof knowledge sentences don't all sharethe same primary
motivation.Thereis, for example, the projectof tryingto shoreup
the justified-true-belief account of knowledge so that it will
withstand Gettier counterexamples.And there are Contextualist
accounts of knowledge claims, our present concern, which have
been motivatedby the desire to answer the sceptic in a way that
gives the sceptic her due while, at the same time, protectingthe
commonsenseview of ordinaryknowledge claims.3The details of
any particularContextualistaccountwon't matterfor my purposes,
butwhen I need an illustration,I'll rely on KeithDeRose's alreadycited article.I'll firstgive the essence of a Contextualistsemantics
for knowledge sentences, and then, in the next section, I'll bring
thatto bear on the paradox[SA] presents.
According to Contextualism,a sentence of the form 'S knows
that p' has no complete proposition as its meaning; different
utterancesof the sentence, in differentcontexts of utterance,can
expressdifferentpropositions.Of course,the differentpropositions
expressed by utterancesof 'S knows thatp' have a good deal in
common:they all entailthatp is true,thatS believes thatp, andthat
S satisfies contextually-relevantstandardsfor knowledge. What
varies are the standardsfor knowledge, standardsthatspecify how
strongan epistemic position S must be in with respecttop in order
to count as knowing that p. Here we may simplify harmlessly.
What'sexpressedin certaincontexts is thatS knows thatp relative
3. In addition to DeRose, op. cit., see also: David Lewis, 'Scorekeeping in a Language
Game', Journal of Philosophical Logic 8 (1979): 339-59, and 'Elusive Knowledge,'
forthcoming;Stewart Cohen, 'Knowledge, Context, and Social Standards',Synthese 73
(1987): 3-26, and 'How to Be a Fallibist', Philosophical Perspectives 2 (1988): 91-123;
PeterUnger, 'The Cone Model of Knowledge', Philosophical Topics 14 (1986): 125-78.
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to standardEasy, and what's expressedin certainothercontexts is
that S knows that p relative to standardTough. StandardTough
requiresa very strongepistemic position, one that'snot met either
by one's epistemic position with respect to the proposition that
one's not a BIV or by one's epistemic position with respect to the
propositionthatone has hands.StandardEasy requiresa relatively
weaker epistemic position, one that can readilybe met by both of
those epistemic positions. This is a simplificationin two respects.
First, a reasonableContextualismwon't have just two standards.
One's epistemicposition can have varyingdegreesof strength,and
differentcontexts of utterancemay invoke differences of degree.
Second, the propositionalform S knowsthatp relativeto standard
N is merely intended as a convenient mnemonic; a finished
Contextualisttheorywould doubtless settle on a more structurally
perspicuouspropositionalform.
The notion of the strengthof an epistemic position is intuitive
but vague. PresentlyI'll mentionDeRose's instructivegloss of this
notion, but its vagueness won't hamper me, since I'm happy to
assume that, however the Contextualist glosses the standards
Tough and Easy, her claims about what epistemic states do or do
not satisfythose standardsarecorrect.Wedo, however,needto note
that the Contextualist holds that one's epistemic position with
respect to the propositionthat one isn't a BIV is at least as strong
as one's epistemic position with respectto the propositionthatone
has hands. 'I am in no better a position to know that 0 [e.g., the
ordinarypropositionthat I have hands] than I am in to know that
not-H [e.g., the denial of the sceptical hypothesisthatI'm a BIV].
This comparative fact is revealed...by the highly plausible
conditional...:If I don't know thatnot-H, then I don't know that0.
Closely tied to thatcomparativefact...is the relatedand intuitively
compelling realization that it would be no wiser to bet one's
immortalsoul on 0's being truethanto bet it on not-H'sbeing true'
(DeRose, p. 32).
This brings us to a furtherdefining feature of Contextualism.
Some philosophers would reply to [SA] by denying its second
premise.4These philosophersdeny thatknowledge is closed under
4. See, e.g., Fred Dretske, 'Epistemic Operators,'The Journal of Philosophy, 67 (1970):
1007-23, and Robert Nozick, Philosophical Investigations, Cambridge,Mass.: Harvard
UniversityPress ( 1981).
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known implication;that is, they deny that if one knows both that
p and thatp implies q, then one knows that q. The Contextualist
quite rightly wants no part of this.5 But in accepting the closure
principle, the Contextualisthas to adapt it to his own account.
When knowledge is seen as relative to variable standardsof
knowledge,the epistemicclosureprinciplemusttakethis relativity
into account. In the sorts of cases of relevance to us, when one
knows thatp implies q (e.g., thatI have handsimplies thatI'm not
a BIV), then one knows this in a way thatconformsto the strictest
standardsof knowledge. Let 'knows*'be thatsense of knowledge.
Then a presentlyconvenient way to state the idea that knowledge
is closed underknown implicationwould be along the lines of the
following relativizedclosure principle:
If x knows thatp relative to standardN andx knows* that if
p, q, then x knows that q relativeto standardN.
But what are we then to make of the sentence 'If x knows thatp,
then x knows that q' when x knows* that if p, q? Well, thathas to
depend on what standards are implicitly appealed to in the
antecedent and consequent. There are the following four
propositionsthatcould be meant:
If x knows thatp relativeto Easy,thenx knows thatq relative
to Easy.
If x knows that p relative to Tough, then x knows that q
relative to Tough.
If x knows that p relative to Tough, then x knows that q
relative to Easy.
If x knows thatp relativeto Easy,thenx knows thatq relative
to Tough.
The first two propositionshave their truthsecuredby the closure
principletogetherwith the suppositionthatx knows* thatp implies
q. The third proposition has its truth secured by the closure
principletogetherwith the suppositionandthe fact thatsatisfaction
of Tough entails satisfaction of Easy. But the fourth proposition
may well be false.6
5. See DeRose's very nice 'abominable-conjunction'objection to denying the closure
principle,pp. 27-29.
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A final feature of the Contextualist semantics for knowledge
sentencesconcernsthe way in which the context of utterancehelps
to determine the proposition expressed by the utterance of a
knowledge sentence. Specifically, Contextualists want to make
two crucial claims, one regardingquotidian contexts, the other
regardingcontexts in which sceptical hypotheses are at issue. The
formerclaim is that an utteranceof 'S knows that O' (where 0 is
an 'ordinary'propositionlike I have hands) in a quotidiancontext
will typically express the true proposition that S knows that 0
relative to Easy. The latter claim is that Tough is the prevailing
standardin those contexts where sceptical hypothesesare at issue.
This claim has two importantcorollaries.The firstis thatany claim
to know, or not to know, thatone's not a BIV automaticallycreates
a context in which Toughis the operativestandard,so thatthe only
propositionexpressible by an utteranceof 'I don't know that I'm
not a BIV' is the truepropositionthatone doesn't know thatone's
not a BIV relative to Tough. The second corollaryis that when a
sceptical hypothesis has been made the topic, then that generates
an ongoing conversationalcontextin whichToughprevails,so that
a subsequent utterance, in that context, of 'I know that I have
hands' will express the false propositionthat one knows, relative
to Tough, that one has hands, and a subsequentutterance,in that
context, of 'I don't know that I have hands' will express the true
propositionthat one doesn't know, relative to Tough,that one has
hands.
6. Here I'm implicitly correcting DeRose, whose own position on the closure principle
seems confused given his Contextualistsemantics of knowledge ascriptions.His position
on the sentence
If x knows thatp, thenx knows q
whenx knows* thatp implies q is thatit can neverbe false owing to the fact thatx's epistemic
position with respectto q is at least as strongas x's epistemic position with respectto p. He
says that such conditionalsare true 'regardlessof how high or low the standardsof knowledge are set' (35), and he gives an analogy:
Just as the comparativefact that Wilt is at least as tall as Mugsy has the result that the
conditionalIfMugsy is tall, then Wiltis tall will be trueregardlessof how high or low the
standardsfor tallness are set, so the comparativefact that x is in at least as strong an
epistemic position with respect to q as x is in with respect to p will result in If x knows
that p, then x knows that q being true regardlessof how high or low the standardsfor
knowledge are set. (35; I've changed DeRose's wording slightly to make it conformto
my example.)
But it's simply false thatif Wilt is at least as tall as Mugsy, then the conditionalIf Mugsy is
tall, then Wiltis tall must be true.A sentence of the form 'a is tall' expresses a proposition
of the form a is tall for an X, and consequently nothing precludes an utteranceof the
conditionalfromexpressingthefalse propositionthatif Mugsy is tall for a midget,thenWilt
is tall for an NBA center.
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Contextualistsdiffer on what they take to be the mechanismsby
which contexts help to determine standardsof knowledge, but I
think the best account is DeRose's, and we may usefully flesh out
the foregoing sketch of Contextualistsemantics by briefly consideringhis accountof the standard-inducingmechanismand how
this relates to the notion of epistemic strength.
Inspiredby what he takes to be the truthin Nozick's (op. cit.)
subjunctive-conditionalsaccount of knowledge, DeRose appeals
to the notionof the sensitivity/insensitivity of a belief state.Subject
to certainqualificationsthat I'll ignore,7we may say that:
x's belief thatp is insensitiveiff x would have x's belief that
p even if p were false.
Thus, my belief that I'm not a BIV is insensitive, since I would
believe that I'm not a BIV even if I were a BIV; that is to say, in
the nearestpossible worlds in which I am a BIV, I believe thatI'm
not a BIV. But my belief that I have hands is sensitive, since if I
didn't have hands, I'd believe that I didn't; that is to say, in the
nearestpossible worlds in which I don't have hands(e.g., possible
worlds in which I lost my hands in an accident), I believe that I
don't have hands. Notice that, even though my belief that I have
hands is sensitive and my belief that I'm not a BIV isn't, it still
remains true that my epistemic position with respect to the
propositionthatI'm not a BIV is at least as strongas my epistemic
position with respectto the propositionthatI have hands.DeRose
roughly glosses this last point in the following way (pp. 33-35).
I'm in a pretty strong epistemic position with respect to the
propositionthat I have hands because my belief as to whetheror
not I have handstracksthe truthprettywell over most nearby,and
not so nearby, possible worlds. My belief that I have hands is
sensitive, because the nearestpossible world in which I don't have
hands isn't all that far away; it's in the sphere of my reliable
tracking.Of course, in the possible world in which I'm a BIV,then
my belief thatI have handsdoesn't trackthe truth,but that'sa very
distant possible world, and my failure to track the truth there
doesn't preclude me from being in a pretty strong epistemic
position with respectto the propositionthatI have hands.Now, in
all butvery distantpossible worlds,I'm not a BIV,so my epistemic
7. See the discussion of sensitivity and Nozick's account that runs throughoutDeRose's
article.
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position with respectto the propositionthatI'm not a BIV is pretty
strongsimply by virtueof my believing thatpropositionin all those
nearbyand not-so-nearbypossible worlds in which I'm not a BIV.
Thus, we can reconcile the fact that my belief that I'm not a BIV
is insensitive with the fact that I'm in a pretty strong epistemic
position with respect to the proposition that I'm not a BIV: I
continueto believe thatI'm not a BIV in the nearestpossible world
in which I am a BIV, but that's still a very distantpossible world.
Equipped with the notion of sensitivity, DeRose proposes a
standard-inducingmechanismhe calls the Rule of Sensitivity:
When it is assertedthat some subject S knows (or does not
know) some propositionP, the standardsfor knowledge (the
standardsfor how good an epistemic position one must be in
to count as knowing) tend to be raised, if need be, to such a
level as to requireS's belief in thatparticularP to be sensitive
for it to count as knowledge. (p. 35)
A consequence is that:
Where the P involved is to the effect that a skepticalhypothesis does not obtain, then this rule dictates that the
standardswill be raised to a quite high level, for...one must
be in a strongerepistemic position with respect to a proposition statingthata skepticalhypothesis is false-relative to
other,more ordinary,propositions-before a belief in such a
propositioncan be sensitive. (p. 35)
We're now in a position to considerthe Contextualist'ssolution
to scepticism.
III
The Contextualist Solution to Scepticism. The Contextualist's
response to the sceptical argument [SA] is determined by her
semantics for knowledge sentences. She holds that a sentence of
the form 'S knows/doesn't know that p' doesn't express the
propositionthat S knows/doesn'tknow thatp, for there is no such
proposition. The proposition expressed must be of the form S
knows/doesn't know that p relative to standard N, and we're
provisionallypretendingthatToughandEasy arethe only relevant
standards.At the same time, the Contextualist holds that the
mechanismby which contextdeterminesthe propositionexpressed
by a knowledge sentence (e.g., DeRose's Rule of Sensitivity)
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secures thatwhen p is a sceptical hypothesisor its denial, then the
standardmust be Tough,and thus the only propositionexpressible
by [SA]'s firstpremiseis the truepropositionthatI don't know that
I'm not a BIV relative to Tough. Now, the Contextualistfurther
holds, the sceptic's mere utteranceof the first premise, 'I don't
know that I'm not a BIV', induces Toughfor the 'context'that
includes the whole of her argument.Thatis, by the mere assertion
of her firstpremise, the sceptic raises the standardfor knowledge
to Tough for the entire argument. Consequently, the argument
really expressedby [SA] is the sound argument:
I don't know that I'm not a BIV relative to Tough.
If I don't know thatI'm not a BIV relativeto Tough,then
I don't know that I have handsrelative to Tough.
I don't know that I have hands relative to Tough.
The Contextualistis pleased with this verdictbecause it ostensibly
accountsfor the force of the sceptic's argumentwhile allowing that
many of the knowledge claims we make in quotidian contexts,
where scepticism isn't at issue and Easy prevails, are true.
We apparentlyhave a neat (perhapstoo neat) dissolutionof the
paradox [SA] seemed to provide. A paradoxis a set of mutually
inconsistent propositionseach of which enjoys some plausibility
when considered on its own. The paradox that [SA] seemed to
generate was, we were naively temptedto say, the set consisting
of these three propositions:that I don't know that I'm not a BIV;
that if I don't know that I'm not a BIV, then I don't know that I
have hands;thatI know thatI have hands.Whatthe Contextualist
must now say is that we don't really have a paradox, a set of
mutually inconsistent propositions each of which enjoys some
plausibility considered on its own. For the set of mutually
inconsistentpropositions we now see thatwe have contains these
threepropositions:thatI don't know thatI'm not a BIV relativeto
Tough;that if I don't know that I'm not a BIV relative to Tough,
then I don't know thatI have handsrelativeto Tough;thatI know
that I have hands relative to Tough.Yet this fails to be a paradox,
8. It's definitive of Contextualismthatone knows neitherthatnot-H nor that 0 relative to
Tough, but each Contextualistowes her own accountof Tough to show why this is so. For
DeRose, Toughis inducedby the Rule of Sensitivity,andthusrequiresan epistemicposition
so strong that it continues to track the trutheven in those very distant worlds where the
sceptical hypothesisH is true.
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for the third proposition has no plausibility when viewed on its
own; it's plainly false.
Naturally,the Contextualistrealizes thathe isn't quite finished.
He must explain why [SA] seemed to present a paradox. If the
argument[SA] really expresses is plainly sound, then why do we
instinctively feel that [SA] expresses an argumentthat's plainly
unsound?Why, that is, are we loathe to accept that the sceptic's
conclusion is true?To this the Contextualisthas a simple answer:
we instinctively know that the conclusion-assertingsentence of
[SA] would express a false propositionin a quotidiancontext in
which sceptical hypotheses weren't at issue, and we mistakenly
suppose that it's asserting the same false propositionin [SA]. In
other words, [SA] strikes us as presenting a profound paradox
merely because we're ignorantof what it's really saying, and this
because we don't appreciatethe indexical nature of knowledge
sentences.
IV
A Problemfor Contextualism.The Contextualist'sdissolution of
the sceptical paradoxseemingly generatedby [SA] has two parts:
first,her claims about the semanticsof knowledge sentences, and
second, a certain error theory-to wit, the claim that people
uttering certain knowledge sentences in certain contexts
systematicallyconfound the propositionstheir utterancesexpress
with the propositions they would express by uttering those
sentences in certain other contexts. Both the semantics and the
errortheory are needed for the Contextualist'sresponse to [SA].
The semantics is needed to locate the false propositionin the set
of mutually inconsistent propositions that we get by combining
[SA]'s premises with the denial of its conclusion, and the error
theory is needed to explain why the sentence expressing the false
proposition-the sentence 'I know that I have hands'
deceptively appearsto be statinga trueproposition.The troubleis
that the semanticsis refutedby the errortheory.
The semanticclaims aboutknowledge sentences I've attributed
to the Contextualistdon't addup to a complete semanticaccountof
those sentences. To what sort of completing semantics might the
Contextualistappeal?The importantthing is to capturethe needed
'indexical'natureof knowledgeclaims, the fact thatdifferentutterances of a knowledge sentence with no apparentlyindexicalterms
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('Hillary Rodham Clinton knows that Bill Clinton was a Rhodes
Scholar') can express differentpropositions.I can think of three
possible accounts,but none of them will help the Contextualist.
Since a knowledge sentence is supposed to express different
propositionsin differentcontexts even if it containsno apparently
indexicalterms,one naturallythinksof a 'hidden-indexical'theory
of knowledge sentences. This would be to assimilate knowledge
sentences to sentences like 'It's raining' or 'He's short'. Such
sentences express propositionsthat contain what John Perry has
called unarticulatedconstituents:propositionalconstituentsthat
aren't the semantic values of any terms in the utteredsentence.9
Thus, an utteranceof 'It's raining'might express the proposition
that it's rainingin London,and an utteranceof 'He's short'might
express the propositionthat so-and-so is shortfor an NBA center.
This would be the most likely account if we could really take
seriouslythe ideathatsentencesof the form 'S knowsthatp'express
propositionsof the form S knowsthatp relativeto standardN.
What's hard to see is how the hidden-indexicalproposal can
sustainthe idea that fluent speakerssystematicallyconfoundtheir
contexts, so thateven when they're in a context in which Toughis
the induced standardoccurringin thefalse propositionthey have
just asserted, they mistakenly think they've just asserted a true
proposition,a propositionthatevidentlycontainsthe standardEasy
thatwould be inducedby an utteranceof the problematicsentence
in a quite differentcontext. It's as though a fluent, sane, and alert
speaker, who knows where she is, were actually to assert the
propositionthatit's rainingin Londonwhen she mistakenlythinks
she's assertingthe propositionthatit's rainingin Oxford.Actually,
the situationis even muchmoreproblematic.Forthe speakerwould
not only have to be confoundingthe propositionshe's saying;she'd
also have to be totallyignorantof the sortof thingshe's saying.One
who implicitly says that it's raining in London in uttering 'It's
raining' knows full well what proposition she's asserting; if
articulate,she can tell you that what she meantand was implicitly
stating was that it was rainingin London. But no ordinaryperson
who utters 'I know that p', however articulate,would dream of
telling you that what he meantand was implicitly statingwas that
9. 'Thought without Representation,' Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society,
SupplementaryVolume,60 (1986): 137-51. See also my 'Belief Ascription,' TheJournal
of Philosophy, 89 (1992): 499-521.
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he knew thatp relativeto such-and-suchstandard.If, for example,
this ordinaryguy says 'I know thatPlacido Domingo is scheduled
to sing at the Met this season'andyou ask him whatexactly he said,
he'll tell you thatwhatexactly he said, andmeant,was thathe knew
thatPlacidoDomingo was scheduledto sing at the Met this season.
A second way of accommodatingthe alleged context-sensitivity
of knowledge sentences would be to claim thatthe verb 'to know'
was itself indexical. Relative to the pretencethatthe Contextualist
recognizes only two knowledge standards,Easy and Tough, this
would be tantamountto holding thatan utteranceof 'I know thatI
have hands' may express, according to the context of utterance,
either the proposition that I knowe that I have hands or the
propositionthat I knowt that I have hands, where the knowinge
relationencapsulatesthe standardEasy and the knowingtrelation
encapsulates the standardTough.'0 But I can't see that it's any
improvementto say that those utteringknowledge sentences are
both referring,unbeknownto themselves, to differentknowledge
relationsandconfoundingthe knowledgerelationsto whichthey're
unknowinglyreferring.
The hidden-indexical and indexical-verb proposals are
implausibleeven apartfrom the furthererroraspect thatincreases
theirimplausibility.A final proposalis not at all implausibleon its
own, thoughit can'tbe combinedwith the errortheoryto which the
Contextualistis forcedto appeal.The verb 'to know', like virtually
every expression,is vague, andthereis a certaincontextvariability
inherentin vagueness.The penumbrasof vague termscan dilate or
constrictaccordingto conversationalpurposes.For example, in a
conversationaboutgood places to run,a runnermight say 'WhatI
especially like aboutHyde Parkis that,unlikeCentralPark,it's flat'
and count as speaking truly, whereas in a conversation among
engineers about where a certain flying device might land in an
emergency,anengineermightcountas speakingtrulywhenhe says
of Hyde Park 'It's not flat'. It's clear thatknowledge sentences are
subject to this sort of vagueness-related variability. In certain
conversationalcontexts you count as knowing that your spouse is
faithful;in othersyou can't really be said to know.The reasonthis
10. Propositional-attitudeverbs are indexical on the account developed in MarkRichard,
PropositionalAttitudes(Cambridge:CambridgeUniversity Press, 1989); but for Richard
the variablecomponenthas to do with modes of presentationratherthanepistemicstandards.
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sort of variabilityis of no use to the Contextualistis that speakers
are perfectly aware of when it's going on. If you claim to know
where your car is, and someone challenges you, 'But how can you
be sure it wasn't towed or stolen?', you'll merely get impatientat
the questioner's obtuseness: it ought to have been mutualknowledge between you that you were speaking casually. The
Contextualist who tries to appeal to the context-variabilityof
vagueness must say the following. In a contextwherescepticismis
at issue, the penumbraof 'know' shrinksdramaticallyto such an
extent that one who says 'I know that I have hands' is actually
making a false assertion. But the speaker,either because she is
unawareof how the vagariesof vaguenessaffect speech or because
she confounds her context, mistakenlythinks that more generous
precisificationsare in play which count her as speakingtruly.This
is not a semanticstoryto be takenseriously.
I conclude that,as far as I can see, thereis no plausiblesemantic
theory that will resolve sceptical paradoxes in the way the
Contextualistrequires.If theproposedsemanticswerecorrect,then
the extremeerrortheorywouldbe neededto explainwhy we appear
to have a paradoxin the first place. But that errortheory has no
plausibility: speakers would know what they were saying if
knowledge sentences were indexical in the way the Contextualist
requires.
V
An Unhappy-Face Resolution. A paradox is a set of mutually
inconsistentpropositionseach of which enjoys some plausibility
when consideredapartfrom the others.A happy-facesolution to a
paradox simply identifies one of the propositions as the false
memberof the set, the odd-guy-out.Typically,this odd-guy-outis
identifiedon the basis of a meaninganalysis of the crucialconcept
generatingthe paradox.It's claimed that once we get clear about
the meaning of that concept, we'll see that such-and-such
particularproposition is false. Compatibilism,for example, is a
happy-facesolution to the paradoxof free will. Therethe paradox
consists of the following set of mutuallyinconsistentpropositions:
(i) we have free will; (ii) everythingwe do was caused by events
that occurred even before we were born; (iii) (i) and (ii) are
incompatible.The compatibilistrejects (iii). He says thatonce we
appreciatethat to say that an action was done of one's free will is
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just to say thatit was causedby one's desiresandbeliefs in a certain
way, then we'll see that it's plainly consistent with one's having
free will that one's beliefs and desires have causes that antedate
one's birth.The typicaltroublewith happy-facesolutions,a trouble
well illustratedby the compatibilist'ssolution to the problem of
free will, is thatit leaves one wondering,'If that'sthe solution,then
what the hell was the problem?'The happy-facesolution makes it
a mystery why one was ever deceived by the false propositionin
the first place. If 'x acted freely' simply means, say, thatx would
have acted differentlyif x had decided to, then why would anyone
ever have thoughtthatdeterminismthreatenedfree will? Are fluent
and intelligentspeakersof English confused aboutwhat theirown
words mean in their own mouths?
The Contextualistis in effect attemptinga happy-facesolutionto
the scepticalparadoxes.But she's mindfulof thetrapsucha solution
can fall into. Whence her errortheory:we mistakenlythinkthat 'I
don't know that I have hands' expresses a false propositionwhen
the scepticuttersit to assertthe conclusionof herargument,andwe
make this mistakebecause we're distractedby our knowledge that
an utterance of the sentence would express a falsehood in a
quotidiancontext. Yet we've seen thatwhile this errortheoryis an
inevitable corollary of the semantics the Contextualistneeds to
sustainher happy-facesolution, it's a prettylame accountof how,
accordingto her, we came to be bamboozledby our own words.
I thinkthatthe argumentactuallyexpressedby [SA] presentsa
genuineparadox;no amountof gettingclear aboutthe propositions
constituting the premises and conclusion of the argumentwill
dissolve the sense of paradox.Since it's obvious thatthe argument
is valid, a happy-face solution to it would tell us either that the
argumentis sound or else that one of its two premises is false. In
other words, the set of mutuallyinconsistentpropositionswe get
by combiningthe premiseswith the denial of the conclusionreally
is a paradox,and a happy-face solution to it would have to pick
one of the three propositionsas the odd-guy-out. I'm inclined to
think this can't be done. The paradoxhas no happy-facesolution
and requires,therefore,an unhappy-facesolution.
We have three mutuallyinconsistentpropositions-that I don't
know that I'm not a BIV; that if I don't know that I'm not a BIV,
thenI don't know thatI have hands;thatI know thatI have hands-
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but none is lurkingthere with its falsity waiting to be discovered,
not even by God. The troubleis thatour concept of knowledge has
a deep-seatedincoherence.The criteriawe employ to tell us when
we know something conflict, and the concept contains no higher
criterionwhose applicationcan resolve the conflict. To see this,
let's briefly survey the apparentlicence for assertingeach of the
three membersof our paradoxset.
1. I know that I have hands. All other things being equal, we
perceptuallynormal people count ourselves as knowing the true
propositionswe're madeto believe by ourwell-functioningsensory
faculties in excellent sensory conditions.The three-year-oldchild
is causedby hertactile, visual, andolfactorysensationsto have the
truebelief thatthere'san apple in herhand.The child's having this
knowledgedoesn'tdependon herhavingmadeanysortof inference
frompremisesabouther sense experiences.She's simply built,qua
information processor, to believe the output of her perceptual
belief-formingmechanisms,and,roughlyspeaking,we deem these
beliefs to constituteknowledge when they're true.When we gain
intellectualsophistication,we learnthatourperceptualbeliefs have
potential defeaters:one mustn't be too quick to believe that the
thing in the bowl is an apple; this place is known to display wax
fruit. But our criteriafor ascribingperceptualknowledge are such
thata person'sperceptualbelief countsas knowledgeif it's true,his
perceptualfaculties are well functioning, the belief was formed
under excellent perceptualconditions, and there is no special, or
particular,reasonto believe thatany potentialdefeaterobtains.
2. IfI knowthatI have hands, thenI knowthatI'm not a BIV,or,
equivalently,if I don't know that I'm not a BIV,then I don't know
that I have hands. Another strandto our concept of knowledge
deems one to know what one's deduced with certainty from
premisesone knows. Some versionof the principlethatknowledge
is closed underknown implicationis evidently a basic featureof
our concept of knowledge. For consider Harold, an intelligent
fellow who got an A in Logic 101. He's confronted with an
argument of the form P-*Q; P; .-.Q. Harold knows that the
conclusion has got to be true if the premises are true, so he can't
accept the premises without also accepting the conclusion. What
could be betterjustificationfor believing Q than deducing it with
certaintyfrom premises one knows to be true?So if Harolddoes
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indeed know the premises, then his belief that Q is true and is
superblywell justified, and that, bj one strandof our concept of
knowledge, counts as knowledge.1
3. I don't knowthat I'm not a BIV Some of the criteriaimplicit
in our concept of knowledge tell us that I know that I have hands,
andthatif I know thatI have hands,thenI know thatI'm not a BIV.
After all, since I know that I have hands, I know that I'm not
handless, and I know it's trueby definitionthata BIV is handless.
In this way, I shouldbe entitledto assertthatI know thatI'm not a
BIV. Yet, at the same time, thereare conflictingcriteriaimplicit in
ourconceptof knowledgeaccordingto which I don'tknow thatI'm
not a BIV. It might seem that Nozick and, following him, DeRose
have put theirfingeron whatthe implicitcriterionis: my belief that
I'm not a BIV is insensitive-I'd have that belief even if I were a
BIV. But, as DeRose is aware, sensitivity,either as glossed above
or even as furtherprecisifiedby Nozick, can't fully accountfor the
plausibilityof the sceptic's firstpremise,her claim thatshe doesn't
know thatshe's not a BIV.Furtherrefinementis needed,andit's not
clearhow it shouldgo. The need for refinementis illustratedby the
sceptical hypothesisthat I'm a BIV', a BIV' being exactly like a
BIV except thatit lacks auditorysensations.Now I certainlybelieve
thatI'm not a BIV', andmy belief thatI'm not a BIV' is insensitive:
if I were a BIV', I'd still believe thatI wasn't. But it's obvious that
I know that I'm not a BIV', for I know that I'm having auditory
sensationsand thatI wouldn'tif I were a BIV'.
But wait! If, despite the insensitivity of my belief, I can

straightforwardlyandunproblematicallyknow thatI'm not a BIV'
on the basis of knowing that I have auditorysensations,then why
can't I simply know, in the same way, that I'm not a BIV on the
basis of knowing that I have hands?The answer,I venture,has to
do with the fact that being a BIV is a potentialdefeaterfor one's
belief that one has hands, whereas being a BIV' isn't a potential
defeaterfor one's belief thatone's having auditorysensations.My
belief that I'm having auditory sensations is for all relevant
purposes rationallyindefeasible;but my belief that I have hands
can be rationallydefeatedin variousways, among which would be
11. To be sure, Haroldmight deduce Q and, findingthis questionable,proceed to question
the hithertounquestionedpremises. But if he knows thatp and that if p, q-and he's not
psychologically preventedfrom puttingtwo and two together-then he knows thatq.
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by my gaining evidence thatmy sensory experienceswere caused
in some way otherthanby my causally interactingwith handsthat
were mine. Now here's where the problemlies. If H is a potential
defeaterof one's belief thatp, thenwe takeit to be questionbegging
to attemptto refute H by appeal to the fact thatp. What's needed
is a basis for rejectingH that bears directly on it. The reason one
seems not to know one's not a BIV, to the extent that one seems
not to know it, is that the directly-bearingreasons seem hard to
find. We accept the External World hypothesis as the correct
explanationof the fact that we have the sensory experiences we
have, but when we're forced to considerthe BIV hypothesis as an
alternativeexplanation,we find thatthere'sno basis for preferring
the ExternalWorldhypothesisthatadds up to ourknowingthatthe
BIV hypothesis isn't correct.12
The bindthatourconceptof knowledgeputsus in may be looked
at in a slightly different light. Our perceptualfaculties provide
innatebelief-formingmechanismsthat are noninferential.Certain
kinds of sensory hits undercertainkinds of conditionscause us to
have certainbeliefs aboutourperceptualenvironment.At a certain
stage in our cognitive development, higher-level belief-forming
mechanismsalso take root;we learnhow to reasonand to theorize
about our own place in the world. It's at this point that our
perceptual beliefs become defeasible. One appreciates that for
one's perceptualbelief to countas knowledgeit musthave a certain
etiology, and that all that one knows 'directly'-viz., what one
believes and what sensory experiencesone's currentlyhaving-is
consistent with one's perceptualbelief's having an etiology that
wouldrenderthebelief false. Inpractice,one doesn'tcountthisbare
possibility as defeatingone's claim to know whatone perceptually
believes; for one's claim to know to be defeated,one needs special
reasonto believe thatthe defeatingetiology obtains.So farso good.
The catch is that, at the same time, we don't count ourselves as
knowingthatthe defeatingetiology doesn't obtainunless we have
evidence for its not obtainingthatgoes beyond what one normally
has when one takes oneself to have perceptualknowledge. This is
the source of the incoherence in our concept of knowledge. No
wonder we're of two minds about the sceptic's claim not to know
12. Cf. Umit D. Yalin, 'Skeptical Argumentsfrom Underdetermination',Philosophical
Studies,68 (1992): 1-34.
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that she's a BIV, and no wonder deep analysis of our concept of
knowledge provides no release for this ambivalence.It's why the
scepticalparadoxhas no happy-facesolution.
The idea of an unhappy-faceresolutionto a paradoxis of course
not new; Tarski,for example, evidently thoughtit was whathad to
be said about our commonsense notion of truth as regards the
semanticparadoxes,13and this has most recentlybeen spelled out
in some detailby CharlesChihara.14Now, in thecase of ourconcept
of truth, it's not good enough to pronounce our commonsense
concept incoherentand be done with it; the furtherquestionarises
as to how to rehabilitatethe notionof truthso thatit doesn't lead us
into absurdity.The concept of knowledge is not, I dare say, as
importantas our concept of truth;we could probablylive without
it. But in recognizing the implicit incoherenceof our concept of
knowledge, we are faced with an important epistemological
question:What should our cognitive economy be like? Whatkind
of belief-formingpolicies oughtwe to have, andhow will they play
out with respect to sceptical hypotheses?I can't go into this now,
but it's clear thatthe sceptic will gain no new foothold here.15
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13. Alfred Tarski, 'The Conceptof Truthin FormalizedLanguages'.In Logic, Semantics,
Metamathematics,tr. J. Woodger (Oxford:OxfordUniversityPress, 1956).
14. 'The SemanticParadoxes:A Diagnostic Investigation,'ThePhilosophical Review, 88
(1979): 590-618. At the close of his paper,Chiharawrites:
As a concluding thought, I should like to note that the inconsistency view of truth
advocated in this paper, if correct, has far-reachingconsequences for philosophyespecially regardingthe widely acceptedandgenerallyunstatedpresuppositionof much
philosophicalworkthatthe fundamentalnotionsthatpermeateourthinkingandthatgive
rise to philosophicalperplexities,suchas knowledge,evidence,rationality,andexistence,
must be consistent and free from paradoxwhen correctlyunderstoodand analyzed. It
would seem, as a result of the above analysis of the semantic paradoxes, that this
presuppositionshould be seriouslyquestioned.(p. 618)
My 'unhappy-face'resolution of the sceptical paradoxendorses this recommendation.I
should also make explicit thatmy proposalisn't that 'knows that such-and-such',like 'is a
round square', means a perfectly coherent propertythat simply can't be instantiated.It's
ratherthat distinct criteriathat purportto govern the use of 'knows' can be made to yield
inconsistencies, showing that these ostensibly meaning-determiningcriteria can't all be
correct.Nor does the kinidof 'incoherence' in question precludethe notion of knowledge
from having useful employment.
15. Thanksto JonathanAdler,KentBach,JohnCarroll,Russell Dale, KeithDeRose, Hartry
Field, BrianLoar,Peter Unger, and Umit Yalcin for theircommentson an earlierdraft.

